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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, HAROLD G. BAnnn'rr, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
i/vilmette, in the county of Cook and State 
of Illinois, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Metallic Reenforc 
ing Cores for Golf-Club Shafts and the 
like, and Methods of Making, the Same, of 
‘which the following is a speci?cation. 

This invention relates to improvements in 
shafts for golf clubs and the like, but more 
specifically the invention relates to an im 
proved’ metallic core for re-enforcing 
wooden shafts of this character, thereby 
enabling the use of low grade wood in the 
manufacture of the shaft. 
A further objectrpis, to provide, an im 

proved re-enforced wooden shaft for golf 
clubs and the like which will combine all 
of the attributes of metal and the usual 
wooden shafts, and at thesame ‘time elimiy 
nate the disadvantages of both. 
To the attainment of these ends and the 

accomplishment of other new and useful 
objects as will appear, the invention consists 
in the features of novelty in substantially 
the construction, combination and arrange~ 
ment of the several parts hereinafterr more 
fully described and claimed andshown in 
the ‘accompanying drawing illustrating this 
invention, and in which 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a golf club 

having a shaft constructed in accordance 
with the principles of this invention applied 
thereto. 
Figure 2 is a detail cross sectional view of 

two of the wooden members from which the 
shaft is constructed. 

Figure 3 is a view similar to Fi ure 2, 
showing the wooden members assem led. 

Figure 4 is a View similar‘ to Figure 3 
showing the channel reamed out for the re 
ception of the core. 
Figure 5 is a*pcrspective view of the 

metallic core. . 

Figure 6 is a cross sectional view of the 
metallic core. ‘ 

Figure 7 is a cross sectional view of the 
wooden members of the shaft with the 

metallic re-enforcing core in position'there-\ 
in, and'before the shaft is turned down. 

Figure 8 is a sectional View on line 8-8, 
Figure 1. 
Figure 9 is a sectional view on line 9-9, 

Figure 1. 
Figure 10 is a. cross sectional view of a 

modified form of core. 
Figure 11 is a cross sectional view of the 

wooden shaft with the core as‘ shown in 
Figure 10 in position therein. 
Figure 12 is a detail. 
In carrying this invention into operation 

there are provided a plurality of pieces or 
strips-15 of any suitable material such as 
wood or the like, and each of the pieces is 
provided with a longitudinal channel 16 
opening through one face thereof. These 
members 15 are adapted to be placed to 
gether so that the channel in each registers 
with the channel in the other to form an 
opening extending lengthwise of the shaft 
to be formed. . 
The members 15 are secured together in 

any suitable manner such as by means of 
glue or cement. 

After the parts have been assembled as 
shown in Figure 3 the opening formed by 
the channels 16 is reamed out. from one end 
of the members 15 as at 17, to form a taper 
mg opening. 
A metallic re-enforcing core designated 

generally by the reference numeral 18 is 
provided and is constructed of any suitable 
material preferably tempered metal, and of 
any suitable gage or thickness, having some 
inherent resiliency. ~ 1 

The core 18 is split longitudinally as at 
19 for the entire length of the core and the 
edges of the split portion are turned in 
wardly as at 20 to form inwardly project 
ing ?anges, and the natural resiliency of 
the core 18 is such that the ?anges 20 will, 
when the core is not inserted in the shaft, 

‘ separate the ?anges 20. ' 
The core 18 is preferably tapered and is 

adapted to be inserted into the shaft or the 
members 15 from which the shaft is formed, 
by ‘passing into one end of the channel 16, 
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and the core is driven into the channel 
during; which time the core is gradually con 
tracted until'iit is fully seated, at which time 
the adjacent faces of the. flanges 20 will ahut 
each other as shown in Figure 7'. 
The natural resiliency of the core 18 will 

hold the same firmly against the Wall of the 
channel and the flanges 20 abutting each 
other will prevent the core fron'iwcollapsing 
While being driven into the shaft." 

After the core has been thus seated the 
members 15 are then shaped to form the 
shaft. by turning down the member 15 to the 
desired diameter. 
The core is preferably anchored adjacent 

its ends to the shaft 15 so that the shaft Will 
have the desired torque and at the same time 
possess the desired resiliency and llenibility. 

i‘lrny suitable means may he provided for 
thus anchoring; the core and shaft such as a 
fastening screw or- bolt ill which passes 
through the shaft and the core and prefer 
ahly has threaded ettreniity Elli which is 
threaded into a portion of the shaft. 

ll- similar fastening; device iijil may he pro 
vided adjacent the other end of the shaft for 
securing that end of the shalt and core to 
gether While the internicdia , i ortion of the 
ehaft and core between. tl \ ‘ > thing; devices 
521 and are detached ' ‘our each other so 
as to permit of a slight relative movement 
between the shaft and the core thereby rein 
during;IF it possihle to uroduce the necessary 
toraue in the shaft ithout causing" the shaft 
to hi‘ alt and at the same time the shaft. ‘will 
possess the neon stillness and rigidity 
as Well tensile ‘ 

'l‘he flat I‘ a fill may he o 

throughout m he l " 
he of incrcasii. 
shaft to the other so that in 
the same amount ' 

he provided at o: ' 
is at the other 

lin. the form. 
' - ‘l0 and 
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cause it to hind upon the Wall of the opening 
in the shaft in which the core is located. 

ll’ith this improved construction it Will 
also he manifest that a shaft for golf clubs 
and the like may be produced from Wood of 
low grade and quality, vand While the shaft 
is shown as being constructed of two sec— 
tions it is obvious that any number of sec~ 
tions may he provided. 

llllhile the preferred forms of the inven 
tion have been herein shown and described 
it is to he understood that 'arious changes 
may be made in the details of construction 
and in the combination and arrangement of 
the several parts, Within the scope of the 
claims, "Without departing from the spirit 
of this invention. 

lllhat is claimed as. new is :—~ 
1.. ll. shaft; for golf clubs and the like com- 

prising plurality of wooden strips secured 
together7 and a hollow longitudinally split 
metallic core contracted and surrounded lay 
the said strips. 

ll. shaft for golf eluhs and the like 

con'iprising a plurality of ‘Wooden strips cured together, and a. hollow longitudinally 
split metallic core contracted and eur 
iaiuuded by the said strips, the edges of the 
aplit portion of the core abutting each other. 

ll. shaft for yell‘ cluhs and the like 
comprising a plurality of wooden strips se 
cured toirethcr? a hollow longitudinally split 
metallic 0t. e contracted and surrounded lay 
the said strips, and llanges along; the edges 
of the split portion of the core, the said 
llangcs abutting each other when the core is 
contracted. ' 

ill shaft for :dell? clubs and the like 
coniprlsiiug; a plurality of Wooden striiisse» 
cured together, a hollow lo itudinally split 
metallic core contra " d . “urrounded hy 
the said strips, the t i of the split, you 
tion of the core abu‘l L}, and means adia~ 
chill; the ends of the core for ‘securing the 
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?anges on adjacent edges of the core sec 
tions abutting. 

8. A shaft for golf clubs and the like com 
prising a plurality of wooden strips secured 
together, a longitudinally split hollow metal 
lic core closely surrounded and housed by 
the saidv strips, laterally projecting ?anges 
along the longitudinal edges of the split 
portion ofthe core, the proximate ?anges 
on adjacent edges of the core, sections abut 
ting, and means securing the ends of the 

_ core and the'shaft together, the portions of 
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the core and shaft intermediate the said se 
curing means being free for slight relative 
rotary movement. ' 

9. ‘A shaft for golf clubs and the like em~ 
bodying a plurality of wooden strips se 
sured together, and a split resilient metallic 
core contracted and surrounded by said 
strips, the longitudinal edges of the core 
abutting, the inherent resiliency of the core 
tending normally to separate the said edges. 

- 10. A shaft for golf clubs and the like em 
bodying a plurality of wooden strips se 
cured together, a split resilient hollow metal 
lic cor-e contracted and surrounded by said 
strips, and ?anges along the edges of the 
split portion of the core, the inherent re 
slliency of the core tending to separate the 
said ?anges, the said strips surrounding and 
contracting the said core to cause the said 
?anges to abut. 

11. A shaft for golf clubs and the like 0111- ‘ 
hodying a plurality of wooden strips se 
cured together, asplit resilient metallic core 
contracted and surrounded by said strips, 
the longitudinalv edges of the eore‘abutting, 
the inherent resiliency of the core tending 
normally to separate the said edges, and 

~ means adjacent the ends only of the core for 
fastening the core and strips against rela 
tive rotary movement. . 

19. A shaft for golf clubs and the like em 
_ hodying a plurality of wooden strips secured 
together. a split resilient hollow metallic 
core contracted and surrounded by said strips, 
flanges along the edges of the split portion 
of the core, the inherent resiliency of the 

8 

core tending to separate the said ?anges, the I 
said strips surrounding and contracting the 
said core to cause the said ?ange to abut, and 
means adjacent the endsonly of the‘ core for 
fastening the core and strips against rela 
tive rotary movement. 

13. The method of constructing shafts for 
golf clubs and the like which consists in 
providing a non-metallic hollow shaft, then 

ly split metallic core to cause the ed es of 
the core to abut, and then shaping t e ex 
terior of the shaft. 

14. The method ofconstructing shafts for 
golf clubs and the like which consists in pro— 
viding a non-metallic hollow shaft, then 
forcing into the shaft a hollow longitudinal 
ly split resilient metallic core to contract 
the core and cause the longitudinal edges of 
the split portion of the core to abut, and 
then shaping the exterior of the shaft. 

15. The method of constructing shafts for 
golf clubs and the like which consists in 
providing a plurality of strips of wood, then 
longitudinally grooving the strips, then se 
curing the strips together to form a hollow 
wood shaft, then forcing into the shaft from 
the end thereof a hollow longitudinally split 
,‘metallic core to cause the longitudinal edges 
of the split portion of thecore to abut and 
remain in abutment, and then shaping the 
exterior of the shaft.‘ 

16. The method of constructing shafts for 
golf clubs and the like which consists in 
providing a plurality of strips of wood, 
then longitudinally grooving the‘ strips, 
then securing the strips together to form a 
hollow wood shaft, then forcing into the 
shaft from the end thereof a hollow longi 
tudinally'split resilient metallic core to con 
tract the core and cause the longitudinal 
edges of the split portion of the core to abut 
and remain in abutment, andthen shaping 
the exterior of the shaft. - 
In testimony whereof I have signed my 

name 'to this speci?cation, on this 10th day 
‘of July, A. D. 1925. - 

HAROLD G. BARRETT. ‘ 
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